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A. METHOD OF JUDGING FOWLS FOR EGG
PRODUCTION

As formulated at the Judging School held it Cornell Unlveis ty, Itlnca New Yc rk,
July 1 6, 191S, and appioved by the American Association of Instiuctois and Invent
patois in Poultry Husbandry Revised July 5th 12th, 1919 Revised July 4th 9th,
1921 Revised July 3rd 8th, 1922, by Representatives oi Poultry Deputments, Con
necticut, Indiana, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New Yoik, Ontario Camdi, Oiegon,
Wisconsin, participating

CONDITION FOR LAYING

In order to lay well, a bird must have* a sound body As a first con-
sideration, a bird must be vigorous and healthy Vigor and health are
shown by a bright, cleai eye, a well set body, i comparatively active dispo-
sition and a good circulation

further, the bird must be free from physical defects such as crooked
beak, excessively long toe nails, eyelids that overhang so that the bud
cannot see well, scaly leg ox inything else that would keep the bird from
seeing or getting in abundance of food

Age, condition, feed and nnge should be considered in culling a flock

TYPE

The type of a bird indicates the degree of intensity with which it car,
lay Type can be applied to any breed, age or sex, or condition at an>
time of year

III order to make a record, a hen must not only lay long, but heavilj-
In order to Ity heavily, she must have sufficient body capacity to digest
large amounts of food rapjdlv Large capacity m a laying htn is shown
by a body that is relitjivfcly deep The under lme should be fairly straight
and the back should be comparatively horizontal.

The back should be Hat and wide and its width should be carried well
back to the till. The back that tapers decidedly or slopes, down indicate^
% poor capacity

TCfee breast should be full, deep aad prominent The neck should bf1

faJwrtjr sfcoit wad well $&tt Vht J$gs jtftould be of moderate length fhe
iOtig4(egg©d| rotta4H§h&fike4> Io»firaeqte4y bor^y or crofv-headed individual
16 not a goo4
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The keel bone should be long and generally curved. This frequently
means that the abdomen of a good male will be small rather than large.

The head should be moderately fine with large, bold eyes set well out
on the side of the head in an oval eye-socket. The head should be wide
and flat at the top, and wider on top than below the jaws. A fat-headed,
small, round-eyed, or cross-eyed bird or one with overhanging eyebrows,
or having a comb with extremely narrow sei rations is not likely to be a
good layer.

Lon^, narrow feathers indicate a late maturing bird. Care should be
taken not to confuse a bird that appears deep because of long, loose feather-
ing with one that has an actual bone and fle&h depth.

Depth and slab-sidedness may be measured by plating the thumbs on
the middle of the back, the little fingers on the front end of the keel
bone and the middle fingers on the rear end of the keel bone* Press in
with the palms of the hands and do not squeeze the bird up with the
fingers. The deeper and more slab-sided the bird feels, the better. It is
relative depth that is desired and not actual depth. A big hen may be
actually deep and yet relatively shallow and hence be a poor layer.
Relative depth of front to rear of body may be measured by spanning
the body with the thumb and middle ringer from back to breast and
sliding the fingers and thumb along the keel and back.

BODY CHANGES DUE TO LAYING

A laying hen has a large, moist vent, showing a wide dilated condition
and looseness as compared with the hard, round, puckered vent of a hen
that is not laying.

The whole abdomen, as well as the vent, is dilated so that the pelvic
arch is widespread and the keel it. forced down away from the pelvic arch.
The more eggs a bird is going to lay the following winter, the greater
will be the size of the abdomen. The actual size of the abdomen is in-
fluenced by the length of the keel, size of eggb laid and by the blze of
the bird. A sagging abdomen is undesirable.

Heavy production is shown by the quality of the skin and the stiffness
of the fehic bo?ie$< Fat goes out from the skin and body with production
so that the heavy producers have a soft, velvety skin that is not underlaid
by layers of hard fat. The abdomen in particular is soft and pliable.
The sternal frocesses are very prominent and are generally bent outward.
The thicker and blunter the pelvic bones and the greater the amount of
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A46
43 eggs \v,
January**

to
June

A91
99 eggs
- January
1 to
June

Hens No. A91 and A46 were trapnested at the University of Arizona from
January 1 to June 1. They were then slaughtered and the above photograph
taken. Hen No. A91 produced ninety-nine eggs and hen No. A46 produced
forty-three eggs from January 1 to June 1. The hens were hatched at the
same time and were given th© same feed and care. Note depth of ahdomen,
spread of lateral sternal process bones and pelvic bones as indicated by dots,
wedge shape of body and prominence of pelvic bones -ind keel bone. The dis-
tance between X and Y on each hen is the same, also the distance between
Y and Z on each hen is the same. (Photographs from the Arizona Experiment
Station, University of Arizona.)
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hard fat in the abdomen, the less the production or the longer the time
since production.

CHANGES IN SECONDARY SEXUAL CHARACTER

The comby wattles and earlobes enlarge or contract, depending on the
ovary. If the comb, wattles and earlobes are .Urge, full, plump and
smooth, or hard and waxy, the bird is laying heavily, but is not laying at
all when the comb is dried down, especially at molting time. If the
comb is warm, it is an indication that the bird is coming into production.

LOSS OF FAT DUE TO LAYING

Color, or pigmentation changes, (These should be observed by day-

A laying fowl uses up the surplus fat in the body, especially it removes
the fat from the skin. In yellow skinned breeds, the loss of fat and
pigment can readily be seen by the loss of the yellow color. The different
parts of the body tend to become white, according to the amount of fat
stored in the body and the amount of circulation of blood through those
parts. The changes occur in the following order:

The vent changes very quickly with egg production so that a white or
pink vent on a yellow skinned bird generally means that the bird is
laying, while a yellow vent means that the bird is not laying. It should
be recognized that all yellow color changes are dependent on the feed,
coarseness of the skin and size of the bird, A heavy bird fed on an
abundance of green feed or other material that will color the fat deep
yellow will not bleach out nearly as quickly as a smaller or paler colored
bird. A bird with lustrous shanks does not fade as quickly as a dull
shanked bird.

The eye-ringy that is, the inner edges of the eyelids, bleaches out a
trifle slower than the vent. The earlobes on Leghorns and Anconas
bleach out a little slower than the eye-ring so that a bleached ear-lobe
means a little longer or greater production than a bleached vent or eyelid.

The color goes out of the beak beginning at the base and gradually
disappears until it finally leaves the front part of the tipper beak. The
lower beak bleaches faster than the upper, but may be used where the
upper is obscured by horn or black. On the average colored yellow-
skinned bird, a bleached beak means heavy production at least for the
past four to six weeks.
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MOLTING

When a bird stops laying in the summer, she usually starts molting.
The later a hen lays in the summer or the longer the period over which
she lays, the greater will be her production, so that the high producer is
the later layer and hence the later molter. The length of time that a
hen has been molting or has stopped laying can be determined by the
molting of the primary feathers. It takes about four or six weeks to
completely renew the primary feathers next to the axial feathers and an
additional one to two weeks for each subsequent primary to be renewed,
depending on the type of the feather—very long or very wide feathers
grow slowly.

TEMPERAMENT AND ACTIVITY

A good layer is active, intelligent and friendly and more easily han-dled
than a poor layer. A low producer is shy and flighty and stays on the
edge of the flock and will squawk when caught.
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